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ABSTRACT
We report on the sensitivity of SPIRE photometers on the Herschel Space Observatory. Specifically, we measure the confusion noise from ob-
servations taken during the science demonstration phase of the Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey. Confusion noise is defined to be the
spatial variation of the sky intensity in the limit of infinite integration time, and is found to be consistent among the different fields in our survey at
the level of 5.8, 6.3 and 6.8 mJy/beam at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. These results, together with the measured instrument noise, may be
used to estimate the integration time required for confusion limited maps, and provide a noise estimate for maps obtained by SPIRE.
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1. Introduction
The Spectral and Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE)
(Griffin et al. 2010) onboard the Herschel Space Observatory
(Pilbratt et al. 2010) has opened a new window on the Universe
at far-infrared (FIR) wavelengths. The sensitivity of SPIRE
detectors combined with Herschel’s 3.5 m aperture allow as-
tronomers to observe the FIR sky with unprecedented efficiency.
With 18.1′′, 24.9′′, 36.6′′ (FWHM) beams at 250, 350 and
500 microns, respectively, we expect SPIRE maps to be dom-
inated by confused sources. It is therefore useful to determine
the key characteristics, both of the instrument and the sky, that
would allow observers to optimize their observing plans, and/or
to make sky surveys that probe as deep and as wide as possible
for allocated observing time. In this letter we report measure-
ments in SPIRE maps of the following: i) instrument noise, i.e.
noise from the detectors, readout electronics and photon noise
from the telescope; ii) confusion noise, that is, the variance in the
sky map due to the presence of unresolved sources; and iii) cos-
mic variance, arising from underlying large-scale fluctuations in
the galaxy number density.
 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with im-
portant participation from NASA.
The confusion noise due to sources below a given flux cutoff,
xc, is derived in Condon (1974) to be the second moment of the
measured flux distribution:
σ2conf =
∫ xc
0
x2dn, (1)
where x is the measured flux, x = S f (θ, φ), S is the source flux
convolved with the normalized beam response, f (θ, φ), and dn
is the differential source distribution. In this analysis, the mea-
sured fluxes have been binned into sky map pixels and σconf cor-
responds to the variance in a sky map in the limit of zero instru-
ment noise, or equivalently, infinite integration time. This physi-
cal definition allows us to derive a direct, simultaneous measure-
ment of both the confusion noise, σconf , and instrument noise,
σinst, which then allow us to define the SPIRE confusion limit.
In Sect. 2, we describe the observations, followed by the
analysis details and results in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we provide
the number of “repeats” required to achieve confusion limited
maps. A repeat, as defined by the Herschel science planning and
observing tool (HSPOT), contains two orthogonal scans of the
entire field. At nominal scan speed, a single repeat averages to
16, 29 and 28 samples/pixel, or an integration time of 0.9, 1.6
and 1.5 s/pixel. In addition, we discuss the often-used (albeit,
model-dependent) definition of confusion limit in terms of the
source density or number of sources per 30 to 40 beams.
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Fig. 1. The GOODS-N field at 250, 350 and 500 μm (left to right). Only the central 16′ × 16′ of the 30′ × 30′ field is shown above, with the green
circles indicating the beam FWHM in each band. As expected, many sources can be seen at 250 μm that are not resolved at longer wavelengths
due to the larger beams as many of the 250 μm sources would be resolved with a smaller beam. These images are a good illustration of confusion.
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Fig. 2. Left: variance of SPIRE map pixels at 250, 350 and 500 μm (top to bottom) in 6′′, 10′′ and 14′′ pixels, respectively, in the GOODS-N
(black), Lockman-North (green) and Lockman-SWIRE (red) fields. Lockman-SWIRE was only observed once in each scan orientation, and was
observed in Fast Scan Mode (60′′/s). Despite the shallow field depth and different scan speed, the linear trend with inverse integration time is
clearly continuous from short to long integration times. The black line is a linear fit to all pixels in the three fields simultaneously revealing an
instrument noise of 8.5 ± 0.4, 9.4 ± 0.5 and 13.3 ± 0.7 mJy/beam√s, and a confusion noise of 5.8 ± 0.3, 6.3 ± 0.4 and 6.8 ± 0.4 mJy/beam at
250, 350 and 500 μm. Right: pixel noise vs. integration time for all pixels in both fields. Overplotted are the derived instrument noise (red) and the
confusion floor (blue) and the total noise (green).
2. Data sets
The Herschel Multi-tiered Extragalactic Survey (HerMES1) sci-
ence demonstration phase (SDP) observations are detailed in
Table 1 of Oliver et al. (2010). In this letter we have mea-
sured the noise properties of SPIRE maps of three of the five
fields, GOODS-N, Lockman-North and Lockman-SWIRE. The
GOODS-N field is 30′ × 30′ and was covered by 30 map re-
peats. The Lockman-North field is 35′ × 35′ covered by 7 re-
peats. These fields were observed in nominal scan mode with the
spacecraft scanning at 30′′/s with an angle of ±42.4 degrees with
respect to the spacecraft y-axis (see SPIRE observers’ manual
2010). Lockman-SWIRE is 218′ × 218′ wide and was observed
in SPIRE fast scan with a 60′′/s scan speed, and was covered
by 2 repeats. Standard SPIRE pipeline maps (see Oliver et al.,
in prep.) were used. These maps are calibrated in mJy/beam
and have pixel dimensions of 6′′, 10′′ and 14′ at 250, 350 and
500 μm, respectively.
The two remaining HerMES SDP fields, FLS and Abell 2218
were not used in this analysis. The FLS was contaminated by
1 http://hermes.sussex.ac.uk
Galactic cirrus which is clearly seen in the measured pixel vari-
ance. Abell 2218 is a small cluster field with lensing effects.
Both of these fields are strongly biased to higher confusion
noise.
The central 16′ × 16′ of the GOODS-N field are shown in
Fig. 1 at 250, 350 and 500 μm, clearly demonstrates the effect
of confusion in SPIRE maps. We note that the confusion noise
according to Eq. (1) is defined with some cutoff flux, xc, which
is set by the brightest sources in these maps. We will discuss
the effect of these cutoffs to the determination of the confusion
noise.
3. Analysis
Fundamentally, spatial fluctuations in a map arise due to two
sources: instrument noise and the presence of sources on the sky.
The instrument component, σinst, will be reduced with integra-
tion time, while fluctuations due to the convolution of the sky
with the instrument beam, σconf , will remain. Since the sources
of noise are uncorrelated, and if low-frequency correlated noise
has been properly accounted for in the low level data reduction,
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Table 1. Measured SPIRE noise.
Band σconf σinst σinst
μm mJy/beam mJy/beam
√
s mJy/beam√repeats
Nominala Fastb
250 5.8 ± 0.3 8.5 ± 0.4 9.0 12.7
350 6.3 ± 0.4 9.4 ± 0.5 7.5 10.6
500 6.8 ± 0.4 13.3 ± 0.7 10.8 15.3
Notes. (a) 30′′/s scan speed. (b) 60′′/s scan speed.
the total variance in the map is simply, σ2total = σ
2
conf + σ
2
inst/t,
where t is the integration time. Note that σconf has unit of surface
brightness in mJy/beam, while σinst in mJy/beam
√
s. A straight
line fit of the variance vs. inverse integration time has a slope
that determines the instrument variance,σ2inst, and a non-zero in-
tercept that determines the variance of the sky intensity, σ2
conf(Jarosik et al. 2003).
In our analysis we begin by selecting all map pixels with a
total integration time between t − dt < t < t + dt, where dt is
0.5 times the integration time per sample (i.e. 0.054 s/sample
in nominal scan mode). We then measure the variance, σ2total, of
the pixel values in that subset. Figure 2 shows σ2total(t) vs. t−1 at
250, 350 and 500 μm in the fields observed in nominal and fast
scan mode. GOODS-N pixel sets are shown in black, Lockman-
North in green and the shallow Lockman-SWIRE field in red.
The black line shows a simultaneous linear fit to all three fields
and traces a component proportional to t−1 and a non-zero inter-
cept. The data from the three included fields clearly show that
the noise properties of the SPIRE instrument and the SPIRE ob-
served sky are independent of the SPIRE scanning speed and sta-
ble from shallow to deep fields. The consistency of the result in
deep and shallow fields confirms that this method of noise char-
acterization measures the confusion noise in maps that, them-
selves, are not confusion limited. In fact, the large area shallow
field (red points) in Fig. 2 show far less scatter about the fit than
the fewer pixels in the deep fields since there are many more
pixels, providing a larger statistical ensemble.
The right side of Fig. 2 shows the same data in a different
graphical representation. The square root of the variance in all
three fields (now all in black) is plotted vs. the integration time
along with the derived instrument noise (red line) and confusion
noise (blue line). If the sky were dark, the noise would integrate
down to zero following the red line, while for the real sky the
noise can not get below the confusion floor.
The measured noise is presented in Table 1. The confusion
noise values in Table 1 are equivalent to the 1σ point source
sensitivities, in mJy, in confusion limited maps. The two
rightmost columns are included for observation planning
and show the instrument noise scaled from mJy/beam
√
s
to mJy/beam√repeats for nominal and fast scan mode, respec-
tively, by averaging the total integration time per pixel in a map
for a given number of map repeats. Fast scan mode is
√
2 higher
since it has half the samples in a sky pixel for a given number of
map repeats.
We have made 10 simulated realizations of our survey fields
by constructing timestreams with known instrument noise and
injecting sources drawn from the number counts determined by
BLAST (Patachon et al. 2009). These simulations are used to
check for biases due to the non- Gaussian nature of the pixel
distribution or correlated noise and to provide better estimated
uncertainties in our measurement. These simulated timestreams
(Glenn et al., in prep.) are then processed through the mapping
pipeline, and the above variance analysis is run on the simulated
Fig. 3. Histogram of the 250 μm GOODS-N map, in black. The null
map or jackknife removes the sky contribution and gives a map of the
instrument noise, shown in the dashed histogram with the Gaussian
fit in red. The instrument noise is integrated down to 1.7 mJy/beam,
or 9.3 mJy/beam √repeats. Similar analyses at 350 and 500 μm give
instrument noise of 1.4 and 1.9 mJy/beam or 7.7 and 10.4 mJy/beam√
repeats, consistent with the values in Table 1.
maps. The confusion and instrument noise measured in the sim-
ulated maps agree with the analytically computed input noise in
all three bands, indicating that any bias is insignificant. The con-
sistency of our results in the deep and shallow fields further in-
dicates an absence of measurement bias due to non-Gaussianity.
The scatter in the instrument and confusion noise determined
in these simulations about the known inputs indicates that the
statistical uncertainty on the instrument noise is 5% and on the
confusion noise 6%, with no significant bias in the recovered
values.
The agreement among the three fields of varying depth and
solid angle also indicate that an additional uncertainty due to
cosmic variance is unnecessary. Cosmic variance, often negligi-
ble in relatively large surveys, can become a significant source of
uncertainties in deep pencil-beam surveys for high redshift stud-
ies. As a check, we re-ran the variance analysis on sub-fields of
the GOODS-N field to estimate the field size at which the noise
estimates diverge from those made from the full dataset. That
analysis shows that the confusion noise reported here is unaf-
fected by cosmic variance in fields larger than 8′ × 8′, 10′ × 10′
and 13′ × 13′ at 250, 350 and 500 μm. As our smallest map is
30′ × 30′, we include no uncertainty due to cosmic variance.
Still, the accuracy of these results may depend on the data
product or the quality of the map. For independent verification,
further analyses have been performed using an independent map
maker (SMAP iterative map maker, Levenson et al., in prep.).
Two maps of the GOODS-N field were made, one using the
first 15 repeats and one with the second 15 repeats. A null map
or jackknife was then created by subtracting these two maps.
Figure 3 shows the pixel histogram of the GOODS-N map along
with the first/second half jackknife map at 250 μm. The jack-
knife should remove sky signal and leave only instrument noise.
Fitting a Gaussian to the noise map histograms for GOODS-N
maps with various numbers of repeats yields an instrument noise
of 9.0± 0.1, 7.2± 0.1 and 10.4± 0.4 mJy/beam√repeats at 250,
350 and 500 μm. These values are consistent with those mea-
sured using the variance method described above (see Table 1)
and, as the variance method gives a precision measurement of
the confusion noise as well, we present the results of that analy-
sis as the fiducial SPIRE noise estimates.
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Fig. 4. Variance plot for jackknife map of GOODS-N. As expected, the
null map gives a linear fit with the similar slope or instrument noise as
the full map, and the intercept or confusion noise is consistent with zero
since sky contribution has been removed.
Figure 4 shows the equivalent of left column of Fig. 2 for
the jackknife map of GOODS-N. As expected, the instrument
noise remains in the jackknife map, and with the sources re-
moved the intercept is now consistent with zero. Specifically,
intercepts from jackknife map give noise estimates of 0.3 ± 0.3,
–0.3 ± 0.3 and –0.4 mJy/beam ±0.5 at 250, 350 and 500 μm.
Instrument noise measured using the same method in the jack-
knife map is 8.4 ± 0.9, 9.0 ± 1.1 and 12.8 ± 1.8 mJy/beam√s
which agrees with the values determined from the full maps.
4. Discussion
We have made a precision measurement of the confusion and in-
strument noise in the HerMES SDP SPIRE scan maps. The var-
ious checks presented, including simulated datasets with known
noise properties and a repeat of the analysis on null map or jack-
knife, demonstrate the robustness of the analysis and give good
consistency in the values of the confusion and instrument noise.
Our simulations indicate that the statistical error of the confusion
noise is about 5%. We note that the systematic error is largely
dependent on the calibration and map-making process, currently
estimated to be ∼15% (Griffin et al. 2010). Table 1 can be used
as a guide for achieving confusion limited maps with SPIRE. In
particular, to make maps in which the instrument noise is compa-
rable to the confusion, it will take a minimum of 3 map repeats in
nominal scan mode or 5 map repeats in fast scan mode. Longer
integration time will result in maps in which confusion is the
dominant source of uncertainty in measurements of source flux
and position.
The noise values reported in Table 1 make no signifi-
cant source cut and, accounting for the possibility that even
bright sources are confused, measure the variance in HerMES
maps due to all sources up to 10σconf or 80 mJy (more
than 99% of data). It may be interesting to systematically
remove bright sources and study how confusion noise might
change accordingly. We have determined the confusion noise
using the same method presented in Sect. 3, after removing
pixels within a beam FWHM of any pixel brighter than
a given flux cut. (Since the maps are calibrated such that the
source flux is given by the flux in the pixel at the peak of the PSF,
Fig. 5. Confusion noise as a function of pixel flux cut at 250/350/500 μm
in blue/green/red. All pixels within a beam FWHM of a pixel brighter
than the indicated flux cut were masked and the confusion noise was
re-estimated. Vertical lines indicate 5σconf in each band.
i.e., mJy/beam, this method is equivalent to removal of sources.
Removing pixels within a FWHM is conservative and ensures
that any extended emission is completely removed.) The results
of this analysis are shown in Fig. 5. The vertical lines indicate
5σconf as measured in the full map. The residual noise estimates
are 3.8, 4.6 and 5.2 mJy with a 3σconf cut and 4.8, 5.5 and
6.1 mJy with a 5σconf cut.
The confusion limit is often quoted in terms of the flux,
at which the source density in a map reaches 30 to 50 beams
per source. This quantity requires a measurement or a model of
the density of sources, and often is derived assuming a power
law source distribution with a 3–4σconf (Franceschini 1982).
BLAST (Devlin et al. 2009) predicts confusion limits corre-
sponding to 40 beams per source for SPIRE of 22, 22 and
18 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, respectively. The best source
counts available at the SPIRE wavelengths are probably the
HerMES counts themselves, as reported by Oliver et al. (2010).
The HerMES counts reach 1 source per 40 beams at 19.1 ± 0.6,
17.7 ± 0.6, and 15.1 ± 1.8 mJy at 250, 350 and 500 μm, corre-
sponding to 3.29, 2.81, and 2.60σconf, and in rough agreement
with BLAST’s prediction.
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